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In recent years, the increasing concerns around the centralized
cloud web services (e.g. privacy, governance, surveillance, secu-
rity) have triggered the emergence of new distributed technologies,
such as IPFS or the Blockchain. These innovations have tackled
technical challenges that were unresolved until their appearance.
Existing models of peer-to-peer systems need a revision to cover
the spectrum of potential systems that can be now implemented
as peer-to-peer systems. This work presents a framework to build
these systems. It uses an agent-oriented approach in an open envi-
ronment where agents have only partial information of the system
data. The proposal covers data access, data discovery and data trust
in peer-to-peer systems where different actors may interact. More-
over, the framework proposes a distributed architecture for these
open systems, and provides guidelines to decide in which cases
Blockchain technology may be required, or when other technolo-
gies may be sufficient.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, centralized cloud web services represent a large portion
of the Internet [14, 24]. In the last years, there are increasing con-
cerns on the multiple issues this situation arises, with respect to e.g.
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privacy [43], governance [20], legislation [14] , surveillance [36] or
security [29].
Decentralized systems have tried to tackle these issues through
interoperability [10, 44, 46] and federation [1, 10]. However, they
are still hindered by several drawbacks, such as the existence of
points of failure [41] and control [34], or the lack of interoperability
of the data beyond specific applications [44].
Full decentralization would be certainly useful, especially for
certain applications [30]. However, it was not until recently that
some unresolved technical challenges [33, 45] have become more
evident, which have been the driving forces to innovations such as
Blockchain [39] and IPFS [3].
These new decentralized technologies enable multiple appli-
cations [4, 17, 18]. Nevertheless, there is a need for models and
frameworks that explore how this technologies may be combined
and what are their limitations and synergies in order to unveil the
decentralization possibilities of recent innovations.
This work proposes a framework for the design and develop-
ment of open distributed systems. The proposed model uses an
agent-oriented approach, and, aiming to focus on real systems,
the model assumes open systems (an open environment in which
agents can join or leave freely [15, 23]) and where agents have
partial information of the system data [22].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, it
defines the requirements of the considered systems, then it intro-
duces the used decentralization technologies (Section 3). Section 4
discusses the consistency and search challenges of open distributed
systems and provides design guidelines to asses whether those
challenges may require using blockchain technology. Afterwards
we proceed to provide an architecture to implement the proposed
framework, in Section 5, where we use a distributed Questions and
Answer system as example. The conclusions follows in Section 6.
2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This paper proposes a framework for distributed open systems with
the following requirements:
(1) Open system: An open system is a system that enables ex-
ternal autonomous agents to freely join, leave and interact
within it [15, 23]. Systems such as the World Wide Web (the
Web) or Operating Systems are examples of open systems
where new web servers or new programs can freely join and
interact [5]. Such systems operate with certain degrees of
uncertainty [7], as external actors can interfere in any given
moment, and existing actors may leave. These open systems
rely on interfaces, protocols and data types to enable the
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interactions within the system. The framework considers
open systems to support the construction of heterogeneous
and complex systems.
(2) Peer-to-peer system: Distributed systems are composed by
a network of interconnected nodes that communicate and
coordinate their actions (where such nodes may be e.g. com-
puters or software agents) [12]. Systems such as the Web
and P2P File sharing programs are distributed systems com-
posed by web servers, and computers sharing files, respec-
tively [5, 42]. While centralized systems depend on a single
component for their operation, distributed systems are re-
silient to the disconnection of some of their components,
e.g. if a web server is disconnected, the Web will still be a
functional system. However, some distributed systems still
depends on single components for parts of the system to
work. For instance, if a web server disconnects, their web
pages will become unavailable. This paper refers to peer-to-
peer systems when referring to distributed systems that are
independent from any single node.
(3) Agents with partial information: agents in open and dis-
tributed systems have access to just local knowledge of the
system [22]. For instance, a web service may just have local
knowledge about the resources it serves to the network. This
model considers agents with local information that interact
solely by 1) sharing new information in the system, 2) query-
ing for information, and 3) responding to queries with their
local information.
(4) Communication through a query protocol: Communication
among agents of distributed systems is typically enabled
through communication protocols [16, 19, 40]. These proto-
cols enable agents to read (syntax) and understand (seman-
tics) the messages involved in the communication. Moreover,
they provide the sequence in which these messages must be
exchanged. Although a wide variety of interactions can be
enabled by communication protocols [40], this model pro-
poses the use of a communication protocol that just allows
to share information and to query for information (as other
distributed systems do [47]).
The system proposes the use of queries that can be verified. Thus,
an agent does not need to trust the agents providing the responses
since these responses can be verified with regard to the query. This
shared communication protocol also aims to enhance the interop-
erability of the proposed framework. The communication protocol
is further described in Subsection 5.3.
3 DECENTRALIZATION TECHNOLOGY
This section introduces a technological background for the pro-
posed framework. It describes Blockchain [39] and IPFS [3], the
technological innovations that enable the development of new
peer-to-peer systems previously unfeasible that this paper stud-
ies [3, 11, 25, 31, 35, 39] and some of its underlying concepts such
as content-addressability and merkle linked structures.
Content Addressability In centralized and federated systems,
content is frequently referred with addresses that include lo-
cation information, the UniformResource Locators (URLs) [6].
However, references to content can also be independent
from their location, using Universal Resource Identifiers
(URIs) [26]. In peer-to-peer systems, agents cannot rely on
the location of other agents for accessing content, because
the content could be provided by any agent. The hash1 of
any content can be used as its URI. Thus, these hash URIs are
used in multiple distributed systems such as IPFS to build
scalable content-addressable networks [3, 27, 38, 42].
Merkle Links and Structures The use of hash values (see
previous subsection) to reference data in data structures
was first introduced by [37]. Complex data structures can
use these links (See Figure 1 for a Merkle structure example).
This Merkle linked structures are key to build technologies
such as Git [35], Blockchain [39] and IPFS [3] among others.
Section 5.2 propose the use of these structures for the data
representation of the system.
Blockchain Blockchain was the first technology that enabled
a fully distributed digital currency[39]. It uses a Merkle
Linked list of blocks of transactions (a Blockchain) to build
a distributed ledger of transactions. It made computation-
ally difficult to propose a candidate for the next block in the
distributed ledger and incentives nodes to try to build those
candidates with valid transactions. Then, the protocol re-
quires that honest nodes will consider the largest chain they
have observed in a given time as the actual ledger to trust.
Therefore, in order to forge a blockchain, an actor would
need half of the computing power of the system. Section 4.3
proposes the use of Blockchain to provide consistency to
open distributed systems.
IPFS Some peer-to-peer systems like P2P sharing software [42]
use hash of the content to address it. Other technologies
such as Git use complex Merkle-Linked Structures[35]. IPFS
integrates both the use of complex Merkle-Linked structure
with the data-addressability of P2P file sharing systems. The
content is distributed over a peer-to-peer network. Section
5.1 proposes the use of IPFS for the storage and distribution
of data in the framework.
4 CHALLENGES OF DISTRIBUTED OPEN
SYSTEMS: CONSISTENCY AND SEARCH
Data discovery in decentralized open systems is a challenge [23].
This section frames this challenge in the following three subsec-
tions:
• CAP Theorem [8] (Subsection 4.1) introduces the compro-
mises between Consistency, Availability and Partition resis-
tance in distributed systems.
• CALM Principle [2] (Subsection 4.2) provides analysis tools
to assess whether a distributed system (or search) needs
coordination
• Blockchain technology provides the first peer-to-peer coordi-
nation mechanism for distributed systems requiring trustless
strong consistency such as cryptocurrencies (Subsection 4.3).
1Hash functions are one-way collision-free functions, i.e. functions that, given their
output, the probability to guess which input produced it is negligible.
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4.1 CAP Theorem
CAP Theorem [8] states that a networked data system can only
provide two out of these three desirable properties:
(1) Consistency: The requests of the distributed system behaves
as if handled by a single node with updated information.
(2) Availability: every request should be responded.
(3) Partition resistance: the system is able to operate in presence
of network partitions.
Given that the framework considers open systems, the Partition
resistance is a needed property for our proposal. Therefore, one of
the most important design decisions for the systems built within
the framework is to find the best balance between Consistency and
Availability.
4.2 CALM Principle
Discovering informationwithin a distributed network is a challenge,
since the information may be scattered among many nodes. In fact,
some requests are impossible to resolve within distributed open
systems. Intuitively, in an open system we cannot know all the data.
Therefore, queries that need to take into account all the information
of the system such as those counting the data that satisfy some
constraints are impossible to resolve.
ConsistencyAs LogicalMonotonicity (CALM) principle provides
a tool to describe which queries can be resolved in a distributed
system without coordination [2]. In a system with logical mono-
tonicity, a true statement remains to be true with the addition of
new axioms. The results of a distributed search will be consistent
if the query is monotonic, i.e. if considering new information, the
results cannot change.
The designer of a distributed system can check the monotonicity
of its queries as follows:
(1) A sufficient condition for monotonicity is order indepen-
dence [2]. For instance, the double spend problem where
an agent tries to spend "the same coin" twice in distributed
currencies arises from the impossibility to know which pay-
ment was done earlier without a coordination mechanism:
it is a non-monotonic problem.
(2) If adding new information may change the validity of a
response to a query, then it is non-monotonic, e.g. the search
of the most voted answer in a Q&A system is non-monotonic,
since new votes to an alternative answer would change the
response.
(3) Formal analysis of the queries can be done to assess logical
monotonicity [2].
Non-monotonic queries produce non consistent results in dis-
tributed systems without coordination (e.g. the double spending
problem). Thus, in the presence of non-monotonic queries, the
designer should decide on the consistency requirements of the
system.
Guideline 1. Monotonic queries can be implemented without
using Blockchain or other coordination technologies.
If inconsistent behaviour, like missing some votes in a Q&A sys-
tem, is acceptable for the system, then coordination mechanisms
are still not needed. If inconsistent behaviour is unacceptable, for
instance the double-spend problem in distributed currencies then a
coordination mechanism is needed. Blockchain technology is a co-
ordination mechanism that provides consistency while maintaining
the system distributed.
Guideline 2. Consistency requirements are a design decision. If
inconsistent behaviour is acceptable for the non-monotonic queries
of the system, coordination technologies such as Blockchain are not
required.
Guideline 3. The non-monotonic queries of the systemwith strong
consistency requirements should be supported by a coordination tech-
nology such as Blockchain.
4.3 Blockchain for distributed consistency
Blockchain was indeed proposed as a way of coordinating a non-
monotonic problem for an open distributed system: the double-
expend problem, where a malicious actor may try to simultaneously
pay twice with the same coin in a distributed payment system. The
order in which these payments are processed matters, since the
second payment would not be considered valid.
Recording and validating the interactions of a distributed sys-
tem in a Blockchain (a distributed ledger) provides consistency for
non-monotonic systems. Note that in open systems, full partition
recoveries and explicit partition management are not expected, and
therefore solutions that rely on them such as CRDTs [8] are not
applicable.
5 ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the proposed framework is presented with an
example of the implementation of a simple Questions and Answers
(Q&A) system, similar to the popular Stack Exchange2 and its most
famous instance Stack Overflow3.
The architecture uses IPFS as a distributed data store, public-key
identities for data trust, and a generic P2P network for communica-
tion. Based in the design guidelines presented in previous section,
it proposes the use of Blockchain technology when strong consis-
tency is a requirement. The discussion of data access, data trust
and data discovery of the system structures the presentation of this
open and distributed architecture.
5.1 Tackling Data access
Traditional Q&A systems such as Stack Exchange use a location-
centric model for data access. In these systems, specific nodes called
hosts are responsible for data provision and are trusted for providing
the requested data. For instance, when a user has a programming
question, she may search in Stack Overflow website for answers.
Our architecture proposes the use of content-addressable data
as alternative to distribute the systems data provision and access.
Concretely, it proposes the use of Merkle-linked structures dis-
tributed over the IPFS newtwork. Structuring the information as
IPFS objects provide both the Merkle-linked structure and the data-
addressability of the information [3]. The nodes of this structures
are objects composed 1) by key-value pairs representing their at-
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Figure 1: Merkle linked data of an example Question and
Answers system (such as Stack Overflow)
representation of linked questions, answers, and votes of a Q&A
system is depicted in Figure 1.
The data will be distributed through IPFS. Any agent with system
information can act as data provider of that information. Moreover,
specialized provider agents can be deployed to ensure the availabil-
ity of information.
5.2 Tackling Data Trust
Both centralized and federated systems use direct communication
with trusted hosts to obtain trustworthy data. For instance, cen-
tralized Q&A systems trust a web server. However, peer-to-peer
alternatives can be explored to enable other nodes to provide trusted
data.
This architecture proposes trusting cryptographic identities in-
stead of hosts for providing trustworthy data. Data signed by valid
identities is then trusted in the system. In order to enable an easier
integration with other parts of the framework, the architecture
suggest the use of IPNS [3] or Ethereum [9] identity infrastructure.
Considering our running example, questions, answers and votes
would be signed by their authors. Following Stack Exchange rules,
new identities can ask questions or provide answers. Thus, in a
distributed implementation, any identity could sign questions and
answers. However, Stack Exchange requires at least 15 reputation
points to be able to vote. Thus, our system would only trust a vote
signed by an identity with at least that reputation. Reputation is
given for the quality of the user’s contributions, for instance, each
positive vote in a question or answer gives the user 5 reputation
points (as in Stack Exchange).
Thus, the information needed to trust an answer with one vote
would be: 1) the question, signed by any identity, 2) the vote signed
by an identity that have signed questions and answers that have
received three valid votes. 3) recursively validate the new three
votes.
With this example we observe that although it is possible to
replicate the logic of some centralized systems, the complexity and
size of the data needed to trust some information may not be trivial.
Non-monotonic searches (see Section 4.2), such as getting ex-
act number of votes of a question or knowing if a question was
reported as spam, may need the use of a blockchain as coordination
mechanism. For instance, votes may be registered in a blockchain,
enabling verifiable responses to non-monotonic searches. This work
proposes the use of Ethereum [9] for the development of blockchain-
based smart contracts that govern the logic and consistency of such
systems.
Figure 2: Distributed Discovery Protocol UML Sequence Di-
agram
5.3 A Trustless Distributed Data Discovery
Protocol
The protocol proposes the definitions of queries as constraints to
be satisfied by data responses. For instance, a question in a Q&A
system can be searched and constraints over its content (e.g. it
contains a list of words) and over its structure (e.g. has at least one
answer) can be requested.
In addition, the protocol allows the definition of score functions
for the responses satisfying the queries constraints. This is later
used to rank the responses. For instance, the number of votes can
be used to sort the searches.
Finally, the protocol interactions (Figure 2) are defined as follows:
(1) An agent sends a query consisting of the constraints and
score function.
(2) Any agent can reply with a content-centric link to the data
satisfying the query and the result of the score function
applied to the data.
(3) The agent can then access the data of the responses. The
response can be verified to satisfy the constraints and to
score the provided score value.
The protocol as described above has the following advantages:
(1) Lightweight communication: responses consist of a short
link and a numeric value. Their length is then a few bytes
long while they may represent complex large data structures.
(2) Early distributed comparison/verification: Allows the com-
parison of responses before even knowing the responses
content, in a trustless manner.
(3) Trustless ranking and validity: Responses can be checked to
satisfy both the constraints (and thus their validity) and the
score function (and thus their ranking with respect to other
responses).
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The proposed implementation of the protocol relies in: 1) IPFS
merkle-linked objects to represent the data and provide the re-
sponses. 2) Javascript pure functions to express query constraints
and score functions, using the JavaScript implementation of IPFS,
and 3) A bus model for distributed systems communication [28]
over IPFS pub-sub channels.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a framework to build peer-to-peer open systems
as a multi-agent systems. It enables the data access, data discovery
and data trust in a decentralized infrastructure, targeting some of
the challenges of fully distributed systems.
The framework studies recent technologies such as IPFS and
Blockchain that enable previously unfeasible distributed systems
(such as crypto-currencies[39]). It proposes design guidelines to
asses whether a coordination tool is needed to provide strong consis-
tency in distributed open system and proposes the use of Blockchain
for such cases.
A distributed architecture is proposed for the implementation of
the studied systems. IPFS and its merkle linked structures are pro-
posed for data representation and distribution, Public key cryptog-
raphy is used to provide trust to the distributed data, and Ethereum
Blockchain technology is proposed as coordination tool to support
the non-monotonic consistency requirements of the systems. A sim-
ple channelled flooding algorithm over the IPFS infrastructure is
proposed as sample communication infrastructure. The framework
also proposes the use of a query communication protocol which
enables data discovery in open distributed systems and support
both ranked responses and trust-less verification of the responses.
Thus, the presented framework supports the design and imple-
mentation of peer-to-peer systems using the innovations introduced
by Blockchain and IPFS. The theoretical limitations of these tech-
nologies inform the propposed design guidelines, providing tools
to asses whether using Blockchain is recommended for the system.
The proposal inherits the challenges and limitations of Blockchain-
based and distributed technology such as privacy [13, 21] and sus-
tainability [11]. Moreover, some security issues such as sybil at-
tacks [39] and generation attacks [32] deserves special considera-
tion in the systems designed with the framework. Still, distributed
technologies most frequently provide better privacy than their cen-
tralized counterparts [46].
The performance and efficiency of the proposed framework re-
mains to be studied in future work. The deployment of specialized
agents, such as search agents for specific applications, or the pro-
posal of improved network topologies and protocols are some of
the performance improvement opportunities to explore.
The implementation of new open decentralized systems as in-
teroperable multi-agent systems may enable the growth of a new
family of complex and heterogeneous peer-to-peer systems. This
paper have introduced a framework to build these systems using
the potentials of new decentralizing technologies.
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